Cybercriminals Work
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Fill the Gaps and Cover the Full Kill-Chain
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Your Security Testing Needs to Keep Up

Today, threat actors are only getting stronger
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In the Past
annual pen testing was enough
to test cyber defenses on
critical systems and meet
compliance requirements

chance that companies who have been
breached once, will be breached again

of breaches are accomplished
via a phishing attack

Pen Testing is Valuable, But it:

Delivers a
point-in-time
snapshot

Relies on
human pen
testers

Can't account
for a company's
moving parts

Doesn't
replicate real
adversaries’ TTPs

Requires significant
expertise and/
or cost

Fill the Gaps and Cover the Full Kill-Chain
Defend Against Emerging Threats Faster

CONTI
Ransomware

Ragnar

HermeticWiper

Log4j

Remove Blind Spots

Evolving IT
environments

Employee
turnover

Changing
network policies

Shadow IT

Evolve with Attackers’ Tactics
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Black Basta

03

Gallium

Symbiote

Only Extended Security Posture Management
(XSPM) helps you assess the security impact
of changes before attackers can exploit them.
Give Power to Your People

Easy to use,
automated
tools

Expert
know-how

Remediation
guidance

Save pen testing for pinpointed exercises and compliance audits

Be Prepared for State-Sponsored Threat Actors

Global APT groups have the money, time, and skill to carry out
sophisticated, persistent attacks. Use XSPM to continually challenge
security controls against their known TTPs.

Evolve With Attackers' Tactics

Use XSPM to test supply-chain security controls, email gateway
policies, possible lateral movement within the corporate network,
and to test SOC team workflows and performance.

How XSPM Works
Continuous Security Assurance

Assess
Assess

Assess an organization's
current state to establish
a security baseline

Optimize
Close gaps in the security
baseline and maximize
security posture

Assure
Assure improved
operational effectiveness
and prevent security drift

Rationalize
Rationalize technology,
people and process to
optimize investments

SecOps Wins for a Proactive & Continuous
Approach to Cybersecurity

01

Security Controls Validation

02

Exposure Management

03

IT Security Policy Enforcement

Validate the security tools detect, alert, and protect.
Test SOC & IR processes.
Prepare for future attacks by discovering vulnerabilities
and exposed assets, and mapping possible infiltration paths.

Check access controls and network segmentation
to optimize infrastructure security and track drift.

Business Wins for a Proactive & Continuous
Approach to Cybersecurity

01

Maximize Operational Efficiency

02

Minimize Immediate Threats Exposure

03

Measure, Improve, and Communicate

Optimize your current investments. Tune processes
and focus on optimal outcomes.
Reduce the risk by testing against the latest exploits,
RCE tools, and malware.

Monitoring continued success and proving
progress to executive leadership.

Contact us for a live demo, or get started with a free trial
Start Your Free Trial
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